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this collates verbatim reports of important judicial judgements affecting the maritime and
commercial legal spheres during the latter half of 1999 the research in this book examines the
issue of professional salvor s liability for damage caused due to negligent performance of
salvage services analysis is focused on the relevant international law 1989 salvage convention
1976 llmc convention and the 1992 clc convention the professional liability provisions of the
chosen number of jurisdictions england wales germany france and the us the standard salvage
contract forms the standard of care the relevant salvage case law the sanctions for poor or
non performance and the methods of calculating the limitation of liability series writings on
maritime and port law schriften zum see und hafenrecht vol 20 reprinted buffalo dennis co inc
the history origin of the law reports together with a compilation of various documents showing
the progress result of proceedings taken for their establishment the condition of the reports on
december 31 1883 covering the period 1919 1995 this text provides a concise summary of the
cases including full headnotes and details of the findings it also gives an alphabetical list of
subject headings a cross reference to cases decided in other jurisdictions and a list of legally
defined words delay and disruption in the course of construction impacts upon building
projects of any scale now in its 5th edition delay and disruption in construction contracts
continues to be the pre eminent guide to these often complex and potentially costly issues and
has been cited by the judiciary as a leading textbook in court decisions worldwide see for
example mirant v ove arup 2007 ewhc 918 tcc at 122 to 135 per the late his honour judge
toulmin cmg qc whilst covering the manner in which delay and disruption should be
considered at each stage of a construction project from inception to completion and beyond
this book includes an international team of specialist advisory editors namely francis barber
insurance steve briggs time wolfgang breyer civil law joe castellano north america david john
gibbs bim wendy maclaughlin pacific rim chris miers dispute boards rob palles clark money
and keith pickavance comparative analysis of the law in this field in australia canada england
and wales hong kong ireland new zealand the united states and in civil law jurisdictions
commentary upon and comparison of standard forms from australia ireland new zealand the
united kingdom usa and elsewhere including two major new forms new chapters on
adjudication dispute boards and the civil law dynamic extensive coverage of building
information modelling new appendices on the scl protocol julian bailey and the choice of delay
analysis methodologies nuhu braimah updated case law to december 2014 linked directly to
the principles explained in the text with over 100 helpful illustrations bespoke diagrams which
are available for digital download and aid explanation of multi faceted issues this book
addresses delay and disruption in a manner which is practical useful and academically
rigorous as such it remains an essential reference for any lawyer dispute resolver project
manager architect engineer contractor or academic involved in the construction industry the
professional negligence and liability reports provide the most up to date and important cases
dealing with professional negligence arising in a wide range of professions from surveyors and
estate agents to doctors solicitors and accountants over the past twenty years the volume of
international litigation and arbitration has increased exponentially as the number of new
international courts and tribunals has proliferated the diversity and volume of advocates
appearing before the international courts has also increased with this increase the ethical
standards that apply to counsel have become a growing field of interest to practitioners of
public international law problems threatening the integrity of the international judicial process
and concerns about divergent ethical standards amongst counsel have multiplied in the
international judicial system prompting early attempts by senior members of the international
bar to articulate common ethical standards professional ethics at the international bar
examines the question of how to articulate common ethical standards for counsel appearing
before international courts and tribunals and the legal powers and practical ability of
international courts to prescribe and enforce such standards it conducts original research into
both the theory and practice of the issues arising from this nascent process of
professionalization using various sources including interviews with judges registrars and senior
practitioners it argues that the professionalization of advocacy through the articulation of
common ethical standards is both desirable and feasible in order to protect the integrity and
fairness of the international judicial process christopher c langdell 1826 1906 is one of the
most influential figures in the history of american professional education as dean of harvard
law school from 1870 to 1895 he conceived designed and built the educational model that
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leading professiona healthcare professionals face an increasing threat of litigation from parties
whom they have never met in their daily medical practice and who look nothing like the
traditional patient the so called non patient may take many forms for example a person who is
injured or killed by a mentally ill physically disabled or diseased patient a wrongfully accused
parent in a child neglect abuse case or a local authority which is put to the expense of caring
for a negligently treated patient this book explores the legal principles and conundrums which
arise when determining a healthcare professional s liability in negligence towards a wide
variety of non patients the topic is assuming increasing legal importance and relevance given
the potential for many non patient claims to give rise to class actions litigation and in light of
the legislative and human rights interventions and the frequent appellate judicial consideration
which non patient claims have attracted in recent times the aim of the book is to have utility
for both legal and medical professionals for academics and students of comparative medical
negligence and tort law and for law reformers who may be interested in adopting certain
features of statutory models elsewhere which pertain to some non patient claims such as
those based upon good samaritan conduct important parallels or counterpoints from other
common law jurisdictions in which courts and commentators have grappled with the legal
complexities of non patient claims are also discussed and critically analyzed formed in 1825
the nova scotia barristers society is the second oldest law society in common law canada after
the law society of ontario yet despite its founders ambitions it did not become the regulator of
the legal profession in nova scotia for nearly seventy five years in this institutional history of
the nova scotia barristers society from its inception to the legal profession act of 2005 barry
cahill provides a chronological exploration of the profession s regulation in nova scotia and the
critical role of the society based on extensive research conducted on internal documents
legislative records and legal and general interest periodicals and newspapers professional
autonomy and the public interest demonstrates that the inauguration of the nova scotia
barristers society was the first giant step on the long road to self regulation highlighting the
inherent tensions between protection of professional self interest and protection of the larger
public interest cahill explains that while this radical innovation was opposed by both lawyers
and judges it was ultimately imposed by the liberal government in 1899 in light of emerging
models of regulation in the twenty first century professional autonomy and the public interest
is a timely look back at the origins of professional regulatory bodies and the evolution of law
affecting the legal profession in atlantic canada the professional negligence and liability
reports provides cases dealing with professional negligence arising in a wide range of
professions from surveyors and estate agents to doctors solicitors and accountants this book
on professional ethics in legal profession in india can also be called as model code of conduct
for lawyers it is an attempt too reconcile the various precedents and various sources including
personal views and rules framed by various bodies it may be recalled that the rules of bar
council of india only provide for some basic matters and does not exhaustively deal with all
aspects and most of the cases of misconduct fall in general conduct of unbecoming of an
advocate this attempt is aimed at clearing this haze to some extent and with a note that
proper exhaustive and statutory rules shall soon occupy the field professional ethics are not
only important to practice of law but it is also forms part of curriculum in competitive
examinations such as judiciary or for qualifying in the examination for the rolls of advocate on
record of supreme court of india therefore this book is must read for law students lawyers
aspiring judges and those preparing for examinations like advocate on record of supreme
court of india or subordinate judiciary this volume contributes to the latest studies in legal
discourse studies by presenting a descriptive and interpretive analysis of english legal genres
used in academic and professional writing contexts the results of corpora driven data are
discussed through meta discourse genre and other theoretical perspectives and offer insights
into the ways the writers discursive practices and meanings shape their membership of the
legal community and discipline the volume attempts to show these id vols for 1558 1834
selected from early authorised reports vols for 1835 1935 selected from the law times reports
publisher description professional practice for landscape architects third edition deals with the
practical issues of being a successful landscape architect professional endorsed by the
landscape institute this book is an indispensable guide for licentiate members of the institute
on their pathway to chartership it follows the revised 2013 syllabus covering all aspects of
professional judgement ethics and values the legal system organisation and management
legislation and the planning system environmental policy and control procurement and
implementation it also serves as a reminder and reference for fully qualified professionals in
their everyday practice and for landscape students valuable information is presented in an
easy to follow manner with diagrams and schedules key acts professional documents and
contracts clearly explained and made easy to understand a handy list of questions are
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included to aid with p2c revision answers of which are found within the text the routledge
handbook of language and professional communication provides a broad coverage of the key
areas where language and professional communication intersect and gives a comprehensive
account of the field the four main sections of the handbook cover approaches to professional
communication practice acquisition of professional competence views from the professions
this invaluable reference book incorporates not only an historical view of the field but also
looks to possible future developments contributions from international scholars and
practitioners focusing on specific issues explore the major approaches to professional
communication and bring into focus recent research this is the first handbook of language and
professional communication to account for both pedagogic and practitioner perspectives and
as such is an essential reference for postgraduate students and those researching and working
in the areas of applied linguistics and professional communication the risk of athletes
sustaining concussion while participating in professional team sports raises two serious
concerns both nationally and internationally first concussion in sport carries a public health
risk given that injured athletes may have to deal with significant long term medical
complications with some of the worst cases resulting in chronic traumatic encephalopathy cte
secondly sports governing bodies are now exposed to the risk of financial and reputational
damage as a consequence of legal proceedings being filed against them a good example of
this among many other recent examples is the case of the united states of america s national
football league nfl the governing body for american football which in 2015 committed to pay
us 1 billion to settle the class action filed by its former professional players this book examines
how to most efficiently reduce these public health and legal risks and proposes a harmonised
solution across sports and legal systems the woolf report and conditional fee agreements have
made costs a key element in the financial success of the legal system for lawyers themselves
just as for clients this series of law reports brings together in one source of reference the key
criminal and civil cases that have influenced and shaped the way in which awards are decided
its coverage traces the development of law through the cases from 1910 to the present day
providing cases chosen for their importance and their effect on the way in which the law has
developed the congressional record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the
united states congress it is published daily when congress is in session the congressional
record began publication in 1873 debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in the
debates and proceedings in the congress of the united states 1789 1824 the register of
debates in congress 1824 1837 and the congressional globe 1833 1873 this carefully edited
volume is comprehensive in its scope ranging from ethical considerations in research to the
ethics of working with gays and lesbians in psychotherapy to ethical issues in the use of
animals in research the two dozen chapters are carefully and clearly written and provide
useful guidelines for resolving important questions and issues but at least as significant this
book encourages the reader to think deeply about the many complex issues that are inherent
to the study of behavior and efforts to make changes in people s lives sometimes unequivocal
answers are elusive but knowing what questions to ask surely enhances our scientific and
applied efforts a must read gerald davison university of southern california the handbook of
professional ethics for psychologists provides a much needed review of the philosophical
issues and unanswered questions raised by the code of ethics of the american psychological
association this book will make an excellent textbook for ethics courses in the social sciences
the coverage of topics makes the book appropriate to address the current movement for
responsible conduct of research a movement that is likely to result in requiring all university
personnel to have proficiency in the ethics of research mentoring and scholarship arthur c
houts university of memphis the handbook of professional ethics for psychologists provides
comprehensive coverage of topics typically neglected in books on ethical issues in psychology
rather than take ethical pronouncements as dogma not to be questioned but simply
understood and observed william t o donohue and kyle e ferguson encourage a questioning
critical attitude divided into four parts this provocative text provides comprehensive coverage
of foundational issues professional issues special topics and special populations a
distinguished group of scholars and researchers examine moral reasoning and the ethics of
professional licensing confidentiality in psychotherapy fees and financial arrangements the
termination and referral of clients the use of deception in research ethnic minority issues
consent in the treatment and research of children the handbook of professional ethics for
psychologists considers the compatibility of science and morality challenging readers to
question the fundamental philosophical values of professional psychology the editors and
contributors inspire the ethical impulse and encourage active moral leadership an essential
reference for professional and academic psychologists and counselors the handbook of
professional ethics for psychologists is also an exceptional primary or supplementary reader
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for graduate students enrolled in courses on ethics in psychology and ethics and professional
concerns and for anyone considering the compatibility of science and morality
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"Lloyd's Law Reports"
2000-02

this collates verbatim reports of important judicial judgements affecting the maritime and
commercial legal spheres during the latter half of 1999

Building Law Reports
1976-12

the research in this book examines the issue of professional salvor s liability for damage
caused due to negligent performance of salvage services analysis is focused on the relevant
international law 1989 salvage convention 1976 llmc convention and the 1992 clc convention
the professional liability provisions of the chosen number of jurisdictions england wales
germany france and the us the standard salvage contract forms the standard of care the
relevant salvage case law the sanctions for poor or non performance and the methods of
calculating the limitation of liability series writings on maritime and port law schriften zum see
und hafenrecht vol 20

"Lloyd's Law Reports"
1941-01-01

reprinted buffalo dennis co inc the history origin of the law reports together with a compilation
of various documents showing the progress result of proceedings taken for their establishment
the condition of the reports on december 31 1883

The Professional Salvor's Liability in the Law of
Negligence and the Doctrine of Affirmative Damages
2013

covering the period 1919 1995 this text provides a concise summary of the cases including full
headnotes and details of the findings it also gives an alphabetical list of subject headings a
cross reference to cases decided in other jurisdictions and a list of legally defined words

Lloyd's Law Reports: Medical
2002-02-27

delay and disruption in the course of construction impacts upon building projects of any scale
now in its 5th edition delay and disruption in construction contracts continues to be the pre
eminent guide to these often complex and potentially costly issues and has been cited by the
judiciary as a leading textbook in court decisions worldwide see for example mirant v ove arup
2007 ewhc 918 tcc at 122 to 135 per the late his honour judge toulmin cmg qc whilst covering
the manner in which delay and disruption should be considered at each stage of a construction
project from inception to completion and beyond this book includes an international team of
specialist advisory editors namely francis barber insurance steve briggs time wolfgang breyer
civil law joe castellano north america david john gibbs bim wendy maclaughlin pacific rim chris
miers dispute boards rob palles clark money and keith pickavance comparative analysis of the
law in this field in australia canada england and wales hong kong ireland new zealand the
united states and in civil law jurisdictions commentary upon and comparison of standard forms
from australia ireland new zealand the united kingdom usa and elsewhere including two major
new forms new chapters on adjudication dispute boards and the civil law dynamic extensive
coverage of building information modelling new appendices on the scl protocol julian bailey
and the choice of delay analysis methodologies nuhu braimah updated case law to december
2014 linked directly to the principles explained in the text with over 100 helpful illustrations
bespoke diagrams which are available for digital download and aid explanation of multi
faceted issues this book addresses delay and disruption in a manner which is practical useful
and academically rigorous as such it remains an essential reference for any lawyer dispute
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resolver project manager architect engineer contractor or academic involved in the
construction industry

Building Law Reports
2002-12-31

the professional negligence and liability reports provide the most up to date and important
cases dealing with professional negligence arising in a wide range of professions from
surveyors and estate agents to doctors solicitors and accountants

Law Reports of the Commonwealth
1985

over the past twenty years the volume of international litigation and arbitration has increased
exponentially as the number of new international courts and tribunals has proliferated the
diversity and volume of advocates appearing before the international courts has also
increased with this increase the ethical standards that apply to counsel have become a
growing field of interest to practitioners of public international law problems threatening the
integrity of the international judicial process and concerns about divergent ethical standards
amongst counsel have multiplied in the international judicial system prompting early attempts
by senior members of the international bar to articulate common ethical standards
professional ethics at the international bar examines the question of how to articulate common
ethical standards for counsel appearing before international courts and tribunals and the legal
powers and practical ability of international courts to prescribe and enforce such standards it
conducts original research into both the theory and practice of the issues arising from this
nascent process of professionalization using various sources including interviews with judges
registrars and senior practitioners it argues that the professionalization of advocacy through
the articulation of common ethical standards is both desirable and feasible in order to protect
the integrity and fairness of the international judicial process

The History and Origin of the Law Reports
1884

christopher c langdell 1826 1906 is one of the most influential figures in the history of
american professional education as dean of harvard law school from 1870 to 1895 he
conceived designed and built the educational model that leading professiona

"Lloyd's Law Reports" Digest
1996-03-31

healthcare professionals face an increasing threat of litigation from parties whom they have
never met in their daily medical practice and who look nothing like the traditional patient the
so called non patient may take many forms for example a person who is injured or killed by a
mentally ill physically disabled or diseased patient a wrongfully accused parent in a child
neglect abuse case or a local authority which is put to the expense of caring for a negligently
treated patient this book explores the legal principles and conundrums which arise when
determining a healthcare professional s liability in negligence towards a wide variety of non
patients the topic is assuming increasing legal importance and relevance given the potential
for many non patient claims to give rise to class actions litigation and in light of the legislative
and human rights interventions and the frequent appellate judicial consideration which non
patient claims have attracted in recent times the aim of the book is to have utility for both
legal and medical professionals for academics and students of comparative medical
negligence and tort law and for law reformers who may be interested in adopting certain
features of statutory models elsewhere which pertain to some non patient claims such as
those based upon good samaritan conduct important parallels or counterpoints from other
common law jurisdictions in which courts and commentators have grappled with the legal
complexities of non patient claims are also discussed and critically analyzed
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"Lloyd's Law Reports"
2001-01

formed in 1825 the nova scotia barristers society is the second oldest law society in common
law canada after the law society of ontario yet despite its founders ambitions it did not
become the regulator of the legal profession in nova scotia for nearly seventy five years in this
institutional history of the nova scotia barristers society from its inception to the legal
profession act of 2005 barry cahill provides a chronological exploration of the profession s
regulation in nova scotia and the critical role of the society based on extensive research
conducted on internal documents legislative records and legal and general interest periodicals
and newspapers professional autonomy and the public interest demonstrates that the
inauguration of the nova scotia barristers society was the first giant step on the long road to
self regulation highlighting the inherent tensions between protection of professional self
interest and protection of the larger public interest cahill explains that while this radical
innovation was opposed by both lawyers and judges it was ultimately imposed by the liberal
government in 1899 in light of emerging models of regulation in the twenty first century
professional autonomy and the public interest is a timely look back at the origins of
professional regulatory bodies and the evolution of law affecting the legal profession in atlantic
canada

Lloyd's Law Reports: Banking Bound Volume
1998-03-27

the professional negligence and liability reports provides cases dealing with professional
negligence arising in a wide range of professions from surveyors and estate agents to doctors
solicitors and accountants

Delay and Disruption in Construction Contracts
2016-02-05

this book on professional ethics in legal profession in india can also be called as model code of
conduct for lawyers it is an attempt too reconcile the various precedents and various sources
including personal views and rules framed by various bodies it may be recalled that the rules
of bar council of india only provide for some basic matters and does not exhaustively deal with
all aspects and most of the cases of misconduct fall in general conduct of unbecoming of an
advocate this attempt is aimed at clearing this haze to some extent and with a note that
proper exhaustive and statutory rules shall soon occupy the field professional ethics are not
only important to practice of law but it is also forms part of curriculum in competitive
examinations such as judiciary or for qualifying in the examination for the rolls of advocate on
record of supreme court of india therefore this book is must read for law students lawyers
aspiring judges and those preparing for examinations like advocate on record of supreme
court of india or subordinate judiciary

Professional Negligence and Liability Reports
2007-03-21

this volume contributes to the latest studies in legal discourse studies by presenting a
descriptive and interpretive analysis of english legal genres used in academic and professional
writing contexts the results of corpora driven data are discussed through meta discourse
genre and other theoretical perspectives and offer insights into the ways the writers discursive
practices and meanings shape their membership of the legal community and discipline the
volume attempts to show these id

Lloyd's Law Reports: Insurance and Reinsurance
1998-02-27

vols for 1558 1834 selected from early authorised reports vols for 1835 1935 selected from
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the law times reports

Professional Ethics at the International Bar
2013-09-26

publisher description

Catalog of Copyright Entries
1977

professional practice for landscape architects third edition deals with the practical issues of
being a successful landscape architect professional endorsed by the landscape institute this
book is an indispensable guide for licentiate members of the institute on their pathway to
chartership it follows the revised 2013 syllabus covering all aspects of professional judgement
ethics and values the legal system organisation and management legislation and the planning
system environmental policy and control procurement and implementation it also serves as a
reminder and reference for fully qualified professionals in their everyday practice and for
landscape students valuable information is presented in an easy to follow manner with
diagrams and schedules key acts professional documents and contracts clearly explained and
made easy to understand a handy list of questions are included to aid with p2c revision
answers of which are found within the text

Lloyds Law Reports, 1996
2001-02-01

the routledge handbook of language and professional communication provides a broad
coverage of the key areas where language and professional communication intersect and
gives a comprehensive account of the field the four main sections of the handbook cover
approaches to professional communication practice acquisition of professional competence
views from the professions this invaluable reference book incorporates not only an historical
view of the field but also looks to possible future developments contributions from
international scholars and practitioners focusing on specific issues explore the major
approaches to professional communication and bring into focus recent research this is the first
handbook of language and professional communication to account for both pedagogic and
practitioner perspectives and as such is an essential reference for postgraduate students and
those researching and working in the areas of applied linguistics and professional
communication

Thomson's Mercantile and Professional Directory
1851

the risk of athletes sustaining concussion while participating in professional team sports raises
two serious concerns both nationally and internationally first concussion in sport carries a
public health risk given that injured athletes may have to deal with significant long term
medical complications with some of the worst cases resulting in chronic traumatic
encephalopathy cte secondly sports governing bodies are now exposed to the risk of financial
and reputational damage as a consequence of legal proceedings being filed against them a
good example of this among many other recent examples is the case of the united states of
america s national football league nfl the governing body for american football which in 2015
committed to pay us 1 billion to settle the class action filed by its former professional players
this book examines how to most efficiently reduce these public health and legal risks and
proposes a harmonised solution across sports and legal systems

Thomson's Mercantile and Professional Directory, for
the States of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North
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Carolina, and the District of Columbia...
1851

the woolf report and conditional fee agreements have made costs a key element in the
financial success of the legal system for lawyers themselves just as for clients this series of
law reports brings together in one source of reference the key criminal and civil cases that
have influenced and shaped the way in which awards are decided its coverage traces the
development of law through the cases from 1910 to the present day providing cases chosen
for their importance and their effect on the way in which the law has developed

Inquiry Into Professional Sports
1977

the congressional record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the united
states congress it is published daily when congress is in session the congressional record
began publication in 1873 debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in the debates and
proceedings in the congress of the united states 1789 1824 the register of debates in congress
1824 1837 and the congressional globe 1833 1873

The Inception of Modern Professional Education
2009

this carefully edited volume is comprehensive in its scope ranging from ethical considerations
in research to the ethics of working with gays and lesbians in psychotherapy to ethical issues
in the use of animals in research the two dozen chapters are carefully and clearly written and
provide useful guidelines for resolving important questions and issues but at least as
significant this book encourages the reader to think deeply about the many complex issues
that are inherent to the study of behavior and efforts to make changes in people s lives
sometimes unequivocal answers are elusive but knowing what questions to ask surely
enhances our scientific and applied efforts a must read gerald davison university of southern
california the handbook of professional ethics for psychologists provides a much needed
review of the philosophical issues and unanswered questions raised by the code of ethics of
the american psychological association this book will make an excellent textbook for ethics
courses in the social sciences the coverage of topics makes the book appropriate to address
the current movement for responsible conduct of research a movement that is likely to result
in requiring all university personnel to have proficiency in the ethics of research mentoring and
scholarship arthur c houts university of memphis the handbook of professional ethics for
psychologists provides comprehensive coverage of topics typically neglected in books on
ethical issues in psychology rather than take ethical pronouncements as dogma not to be
questioned but simply understood and observed william t o donohue and kyle e ferguson
encourage a questioning critical attitude divided into four parts this provocative text provides
comprehensive coverage of foundational issues professional issues special topics and special
populations a distinguished group of scholars and researchers examine moral reasoning and
the ethics of professional licensing confidentiality in psychotherapy fees and financial
arrangements the termination and referral of clients the use of deception in research ethnic
minority issues consent in the treatment and research of children the handbook of professional
ethics for psychologists considers the compatibility of science and morality challenging
readers to question the fundamental philosophical values of professional psychology the
editors and contributors inspire the ethical impulse and encourage active moral leadership an
essential reference for professional and academic psychologists and counselors the handbook
of professional ethics for psychologists is also an exceptional primary or supplementary reader
for graduate students enrolled in courses on ethics in psychology and ethics and professional
concerns and for anyone considering the compatibility of science and morality

Professional Journal of the United States Army
1967
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Medical Negligence: Non-Patient and Third Party Claims
2016-04-29

Professional Autonomy and the Public Interest
2019-11-07

Journal of the Senate of the United States of America
1974

Professional Negligence and Liability Reports 2011
2011-11-01

Dominion Law Reports
2004

Professional Negligence and Liability Reports
1998-07-05

Professional Ethics in Legal Profession in India
1985

Law reports of the Commonwealth
2014-11-21

Professional Negligence and Liability Reports
2013-01-11

Investigating English Legal Genres in Academic and
Professional Contexts
1962

The All England Law Reports Reprint
2007-10

Evolution of the Judicial Opinion
2015-09-16
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Professional Practice for Landscape Architects
2014-02-24

The Routledge Handbook of Language and Professional
Communication
2021-03-20

Concussion in Professional Team Sports: Time for a
Harmonised Approach?
1997-05

Costs Law Reports
1971

Congressional Record
2003-01-23

Handbook of Professional Ethics for Psychologists
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